



Conductive Music
We started in 2012 by work ing with 200 students from challenging backgrounds,
suppor ting them to create their own digital instruments with open-source hardware and
recycled materials. We developed par tnerships with 6 Music Hubs across the UK to
deliver over 250 days of workshops in 70 schools to 5,000 young people aged 6-16.
We are artists, performers, designers, engineers and educational specialists with firsthand experience in the Creative Industries and a passion for challenging, improving and
sharing knowledge. We bring together science, engineering, design and music in
classroom-based workshops that raise students’ aspirations and stimulate their
imagination to dream up the jobs of the future by think ing, ‘I can do it ’.

Our par tners: we developed long-standing relationships with 6 Music Hubs (Newham,
Havering, Waltham Forest, Redbridge, Camden and Bristol) and are expanding to the
Nor th of England to deliver workshops in Rotherham, Kirklees and Calderdale. We
par tner with schools and 200+ specialist teachers and SEN Coordinators to target
students from challenging backgrounds (PRU, SEN, PP, EAL). We also aim to boost girls’
access to STEM.
Our methods: we design and deliver multidisciplinary, hands-on workshops where
students are not told what to do but how to realise their projec t. We use teaching
methods based on accelerated and simultaneous learning and on Bloom's Taxonomy.
We constantly update our methods through regular consultations with specialist
teachers and feedback from students and teachers.
In 2016-2017, we worked with 1615 children from the following backgrounds:
PP
EAL
SEN
FSM
PRU
No Data

34%
27%
14%
13%
2%
10%

More info:
conductivemusic.uk
bit.ly/ ConductiveMusic (YouTube)
facebook.com/conductivemusic
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Primary School Workshop
Year 4/5: in 2 x 1-hour sessions, we
build an elec tronic music
instrument using MakeyMakey,
fruit, paper and pencils for a fun
and fantastic music-making
experience.
Learning outcomes include: general
musicianship (relative pitch, rhythm
and ensemble per formance), music
software, custom hardware and
linear circuits. No prior knowledge
needed.
Year 6: in 2 x 2-hour sessions, we use
the innovative block-based language
of the Microbit to transform it into a
musical instrument, hack the
headphones, build a speaker and
compose a song with our custommade instrument.
Additional learning outcomes
include: object-based coding,
designing a custom digital
instrument, experimenting with
sound and advanced
personalisation of hardware.

I DONT LIKE IT, I LOVE IT.
Year 5 pupil, 2016

We have delivered these sessions
to 5k+ students in the UK , France,
Russia and Japan with outstanding
results.

conductivemusic.uk
bit.ly/ConductiveMusic ( YouTube)
facebook.com/ConductiveMusic
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The Feedback


We have collected feedback from 1384 students, 53% of whom were girls. Their
favourite subjects were PE, Music and Science and they voted us 8.8.
With us, students with limited or no prior music
experience get to compose their own songs.
We explore relative pitch and by singing. 63% can compose a 4/4 pattern. We
also explore scientific concepts and, by the end of the workshop 82%
understand the Positive/Negative relationship; 89% can name at least 3
conductive and non-conductive materials: 92% understand why the body is
conductive, 84% why fruit/veg/graphite are.
In Year 6 we explore block-based code.
65% could define it, and 86% succeeded in the
headphone hacking experiment. 83% could code the
instrument, 77% uploaded independently, 50% played successfully, and 46%
explored further modules and implemented the LEDs independently.

I have learned a lot from this lesson
and will never forget it, might tr y this
at home!

making a touch
circit is simple

I HAVE HAD AN APSOLUTLY
PHENOMENOL\REALLY AMAZING TIME!
THANKYOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :) :) :) :) :) :)
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Secondary School Workshop
Year 7-9: in 2 x 2- day sessions, we
explore, connect and re -code a
variety of digital instruments.
Students design their interface
and learn an array of sound
design tools. Once built, we use
the instrument to compose a
backing track, rehearse a short
per formance and share it with
others.
Learning outcomes include: digital
composition, sound design skills,
performance skills, linear and soft
circuits, block-based coding, interface
design, interpersonal skills including
constructive feedback and teamwork,
boosting self-esteem by leading a
project end-to-end, and an
introduction to creative employment
oppor tunities.
A really interesting exciting course
which engaged my students and left
them keen to share their experience
with their friends. I've had several
students come and ask when the
next workshop is taking place!!
‘it's awesome and you should get them
to come to your school :)’
Year 7

Jen Barrell Director of Per forming Arts
The Brittons Academy

conductivemusic.uk
bit.ly/ConductiveMusic (YouTube)
facebook.com/ConductiveMusic
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The Feedback


We have collected feedback from 217 Year 7-8-9 students, 18% of whom had
composed before, and 31% had made a linear circuit - now they all have!
Alongside a 70% increase in confidence in soldering, we also
registered 60% increase in coding confidence. Only 26% or our
students had ever coded before. 78% can define Open Source.
We asked some tough music questions, from composition concepts to
rhythm and sound design practices, with an overall success rate of 65%. Only
20% had performed before - now 98% have. They performed on their
custom-designed interfaces, 55% of which resembled a real instrument,
but most played different sounds (65%). The most popular were drums
at 33% and synthesizers at 21%.
After our workshops, 90% can describe a circuit and 53% correctly
use soft circuitr y materials (conductive fabric, thread, etc.). Their favourite
subjects are English (80%), Maths (77%) and Science (63%) - which they
rated as the most useful for their career. We were ver y pleased to register that
96% would like to see our workshop as part of the regular school activities.

It is awesome and it could really help
you choose which job you want in
the future

funtastic,
amazing
learnmazing It's
an awesome experience which teaches
you about programming, software and
music tech, I strongly recommend it.
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Create - case study
Create
 was a 15-day course of STEAM-focused workshops in Waltham Forest delivered
to 324 children from challenging backgrounds and 30 school teachers, leading to Arts
Award Bronze qualifications.

I saw the students changing on a daily basis. Coming in with a blank canvas, using new
technology and using it in a musical way.
Chani Singh, Pastoral Carer and Teacher

Key Features:
- Diversity of stimuli and teaching styles linked to different artistic disciplines
→ children felt empowered and supported.
- Long-term engagement with 30 returning students → our staff got to know
individual strengths and challenges, children felt more confident to experiment.
- Daily blogging and peer feedback → children developed self-reflection and
digital skills, key to a career in the Creative and Cultural Industries.
I was ex tremely interested to see how my son would
cope being ver y shy and not at all a per former!
Because of the coding he was ver y keen to attend. I
thought going on his own to these sessions, being
in a new environment and not having any existing
friends there would be challenging for him but he
did really well and made a friend.

I enjoyed the experience of being able to write code
and design music using the microbit and hope to be
able to use it further in the future. After using the
microbit I know how to use coding and the many
different types of blocks the microbit can use.

Elena, 11

Student ’s parent

Contact us to discuss custom long-term workshops or see p.8

and this one…if not, please delete
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Math Music Robots
 was an 11-day series of workshops at Drapers’ Brookside Junior School designed
MMR
in collaboration with SENCo Hannah Durham, for 15 Year 6 SEN students to raise their
attainment in Science, Music, Maths and ICT.

MMR 2016/2017 was supported by SHINE Trust and Havering Music Services.
SHINE is now funding us to boost the project, nationally, to reach 4 schools in the North
of England.

Key Features:
- Diversity of stimuli → sound, movement and vision to engage everybody
- Gamification of the learning experience → children design and interact with dynamic
digital devices, from Scratch videogames to programmable robots.
- Continuity of staffing → children were more trusting and more attentive as the project
unfolded
- Regular blogging → they improved their writing, as they acquired new digital skills.
We enjoy learning because it’s fun - we don’t normally
get to have fun

Year 6 student

I’ve learnt to do so much this year that I wouldn’t
have been able to do. I feel like I can put my hand
up in maths more, things seem to make more sense.

Year 6 student

Contact us to discuss custom long-term workshops or see p.8

and this one…if not, please delete
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Our Offer

All our projects are delivered by at least 2 DBS-checked experienced members of staff. We
bring cutting-edge technological equipment (worth over £5K) to our workshops, and as
our software is mostly browser-based software and works on all operating systems,
students can use the school’s computers and also continue their project at home.
The quality of our projects is recognised by Arts Council England, who have supported
us for four consecutive years, by our Music Hub partners, who have all either renewed or
doubled their funding, and by other project funders, from Youth Music to SHINE Trust
and Renishaw plc.

Year 4-5: 2 mornings, 3 x 50’sessions for 3 groups of 20 Year 4-5 each (60 students).
Year 6: 2 mornings, 3 x 70’sessions for 2 groups of 20 Year 6 each (40 students).
Year 7-8-9: 4 school days, for 1 group of 15 Year 7-8-9 (different topics available).
Long Term: 10 school days, for 1 group of 15 Year 5-6 students (for Ar ts Award).
In 5 years, we have perfected our formula: we partner with Local Music Hubs, schools and
specialist teachers to target schools with low music provision and reach students in
challenging circumstances, less engaged with STEAM subjects. We design workshops in
collaboration with artists and technology specialists to keep them current and exciting. We
consult with teachers to communicate effectively with the most challenging students and
develop useful teaching resources.

Please contact us at:
info@conductivemusic.uk
www.conductivemusic.uk
www.facebook.com/ConductiveMusic/
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Directors


Dr. Enrico Bertelli

Dr. Emily Robertson

Dr. Andrew McPherson

Staff

Chani Jagdev

Emma Williams

Dr. Jack White

Robert Jack

Fanny Martin

Cherif Hashizume

Neal Cahoon

Sebastian Ruiz

Advisors

Dr. Radoslaw Rudnicki

Martin Klang

Dr Nektarios Ronosthenous
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Bookings
For more information about the projects, please do not hesitate to contact us at:
Dr. Enrico Bertelli
enrico@conductivemusic.uk
www.conductivemusic.uk
www.facebook.com/Conductivemusic
bit.ly/ConductiveMusic (YouTube)

Partners

